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a b s t r a c t 

The mechanistic and neural bases of why green environments drive positive mental health outcomes remain 

poorly understood. We show that viewing green urban landscapes that vary in terms of green-space density 

elicits corresponding changes in the activity of the human ventral posterior cingulate cortex that is correlated to 

behavioural stress-related responses. We further show that cingulate responses are engaged early in the processing 

cascade, influencing attentional and executive regions in a predominantly feedforward manner. Our data suggest 

a key role for this region in regulating (nature) dose-dependent changes in stress responses, potentially through 

its extensive connections to the prefrontal and hippocampal regions which in turn project towards the neuroen- 

docrine system. As the posterior cingulate cortex is implicated in a variety of neurological diseases and disorders, 

these findings raise a therapeutic potential for natural environmental exposure, highlighting green-cover as a 

modifiable element that links to changes in limbic responses, and has health consequences for practitioners and 

city-planners alike. 
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. Introduction 

Work across a number of disciplines have converged to reveal that

xposure to natural environments benefits mental health. For exam-

le, viewing rural images results in relatively more positive emotional

tates as compared to viewing images with urban content ( Ulrich, 1981 ;

an den Berg et al., 2007 ). A short walk in a natural rather than urban

etting reduces rumination behaviour ( Bratman et al., 2015 ) and can

mprove mood and memory ( Berman et al., 2012 , 2008 ). Within urban

ontexts alone, self-perceived mental health is better for those living

n greener versus less-green environments ( Alcock et al., 2014 ). These

ndings align with still other work that indicate green environments, in

ddition to having obvious economic and environmental consequences,

rive broad-reaching benefits including promoting better social ties, bet-

er self-discipline ( Taylor et al., 2002 ), and can even result in accelerated

ecovery from surgery ( Ulrich, 1984 ) and reduce crime ( Kaplan, 1995 ;

chroeder, 2011 ). Still, the neural and mechanistic bases of why green

nvironments drive positive mental health outcomes remain poorly un-

erstood. A limited body of imaging and psychobiological work have in-
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icated that exposure to natural environments modulates activity in pre-

rontal cortex (PFC) ( Bratman et al., 2015 ; Park et al., 2007 ; Tost et al.,

019 )– a region of the brain that serves broad executive functions, and

ctivity in visuo-spatial and attention-related areas ( Tang et al., 2017 ).

s the previous reports involved coarse contrasts between exposure to

atural- (e.g., forestry, mountains, water) vs urban-environments that

iffer in many respects sensorially, it is difficult to ascertain what it is

n these environments that is key to driving both the reported psycho-

ogical and neural modulations. 

Using fMRI, we sought to reveal how green urban content (i.e., trees,

ushes, grass) influences brain activity. Previous work has shown that

he reported preference for particular landscapes, and the effective-

ess of these scenes for promoting stress recovery scales differentially

ith green-space density ( Jiang et al., 2016 , 2015 ). In particular, be-

avioural preferences for urban landscapes increases with increases in

reen-space density until ~40%, after which preference ratings asymp-

ote ( Jiang et al., 2015 ). By contrast, following the induction of psy-

hological stress, stress recovery appears to increase linearly with in-

reases in green-space density ( Jiang et al., 2016 ). Thus, we fathomed
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Fig. 1. (a) Sample stimuli from the three density levels tested in the fMRI. Stimuli were stereoscopic, and presented in the magnet using a prism setup. (b) Schematic 

of the structure of a sample scan run. Block order was pseudorandomized such that the intact block was always followed by the corresponding yoked-scrambled 

block. All blocks were interleaved with a fixation block carrying a modified nonius fixation to promote stable vergence. Each stimulus condition was repeated twice 

within one run. (c) Normalized mean ratings for each subscale of the VAS, and preference ratings across test blocks (left) and density conditions (right). Asterisks 

denote indices that are significantly different from zero. (d) Mean preference ratings across densities (higher is more preferred). Error bars represent ± 1 standard 

error of the mean. 
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hat a good way to understand the functional benefits of viewing urban

reen space is to ask whether there are regions for which neural activ-

ty best matches behavioural dose-response profiles. As the prevalence

f high-green-density environments is region-dependent, one might ex-

ect the potency of any effects driven by green space to be affected by

he subject’s historical exposure to such environments. For this reason,

e tested exclusively East Asian participants who had not lived outside

heir place of origin for more than a one-month consecutive period. 

We presented static three-dimensional images of neighborhood

treets from various Midwestern metropolitan areas in the United States

 Jiang et al., 2016 , 2015 ). The streets varied in green-space density,

efined as the number of pixels that were associated with trees ver-

us those that were not, but were otherwise equated for luminance and

hrominance. We chose to present images from three select densities:

-2.5% (low), 31-40% (medium), and 61-70% (high), as previous work

ad indicated that these densities well capture characteristics of both

hanges in preference and stress ratings, with changes in green-space

ensity. 

Using fMRI, we first presented images in their intact or block-

crambled form ( Fig. 1 a ) while participants completed a one-back task

o maintain equivalent attentional demands across conditions. Within

wo-weeks of each scan, participants were again tested in the labora-

ory to attain self-reported stress and preference measures for the land-

cape images using the Visual Analog Scale – a widely used tool for

ating perceived stress that has also been implemented in previous as-

essments of stress recovery responses ( von Dawans et al., 2011 ), and a
andscape preference rating task. These behavioural measures were im-

ortant for establishing that the static images were nonetheless effective

n eliciting changes in stress and preference responses as demonstrated

n previous work using lengthy, panning videos that are not well-suited

or fMRI-testing ( Jiang et al., 2016 , 2015 ). Images were distinct from

hose presented for the fMRI soas to avoid potential repetition effects,

nd these tests were conducted after the fMRI session in order to avoid

ubject-demand characteristics. 

Our questions were three-fold: Can we observe systematic changes

n brain responses to parametric changes in green-space density within

rban contexts alone? Further, can we relate behavioural-measures of

tress-related and preference-related responses to green urban land-

capes to neural responses? Finally, can we explore the architecture

f the feedforward and feedback influences (i.e., effective connectivity)

hat are driven by the relevant regions of interest and observe modula-

ions of connectivity based on green-space density? Based on previous

ork, we predicted that to the extent that viewing urban green land-

capes has been shown to be beneficial to stress-relevant responses, and

o the extent that stress-response benefits have been posited to involve

echanisms of attention, we may observe green-density-driven modu-

ations of responses in key areas of the brain governing attention and

tress regulation including parietal, prefrontal, insular, and even cingu-

ate cortex, the last of which has been shown to be particularly relevant

o scene perception and is visuo-spatially and topographically sensitive

 Aguirre and D’Esposito, 1999 ; Kravitz et al., 2011 ; Vann et al., 2009 ;

olbers and Büchel, 2005 ). 
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. Methods 

.1. Participants 

Forty-four observers (mean age of 23.7 years; 22 males) participated

n this study. Participants had no history of neuropsychological disor-

ers, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision as assessed by a linear

cuity chart, and normal stereovision as assessed by the titmus stereo-

est. All participants were ethnically East Asian and had not lived outside

heir place of origin at any point for more than a one-month consecu-

ive period. Participants provided written informed consent in line with

thical review and approval of the work by the ethics committee of the

uman Research Ethics Committee, The University of Hong Kong. The

ata from three subjects (2 males) were excluded from final analyses

ue to extensive head movement. 

.2. Stimuli 

Stimuli were static 3D images sampled from 3D videos captured by

iang et al. ( Jiang et al., 2016 , 2015 ). Briefly, videos of neighborhood

treets from various Midwestern metropolitan areas in the United States

ere captured with a Sony HMZ-T1 camera. The streets captured varied

n green cover density, defined as the number of pixels that were asso-

iated with trees, bushes, and grass, versus those that were not, from

-70% (for further specifics, see Jiang et al., 2016 ). In order to derive

timuli that could be suitably presented in the magnet, we selected 15

till frames (stimulus exemplars) from each video set depicting the three

ensity levels: 0-2.5% (low), 31-40% (medium), 61-70% (high). This

ielded a total of 45 unique images (15 per condition). Stimuli were

resented in their veridical (intact) form, or were block-scrambled such

hat each block subtended .85 deg 2 . All images subtended 8 deg x 6

eg in size and were image-normalised such that each colour channel

RGB) within each image was matched in terms of their mean intensity.

urther, image intensities were matched across stimuli. All stimuli were

resented on a uniform black background. 

For the in-laboratory behavioural tests, we tested an additional set

f 15 images from a fourth density level (10-20%) in addition to those

ested with the fMRI, in order to better capture dose-response charac-

eristics. A different set of static images than those tested in the magnet

ere selected for the purpose the behavioural testing. Stimuli presented

n the laboratory subtended 26 × 18 deg in size. 

.3. Apparatus 

Stimuli were viewed dichoptically in the magnet via a prism-setup

 Schurger, 2009 ). Left and right eye images were presented concurrently

i.e., to the left and right of center) via an MR compatible LCD (Invivo

sys) placed at the back of the bore and controlled via custom proto-

ols written in ePrime. Stimuli were viewed via a coil-mounted mirror

ia prism lenses (10 diopter prisms, base-out) mounted on custom MR-

ompatible frames. Frames were selected to match the subject’s intra-

upillary distance. Any additional optical correction needed (e.g., for

yopia) was given via the addition of a second lens. Finally, left and

ight images were further segregated by means of a custom black drape

laced in the middle of the bore, spanning its entire length, as well as

n additional black cardboard divider placed on top of the headcoil,

etween the mirror and the coil ( Schurger, 2009 ). Fusion was verified

rior to the commencement of each session by presenting left and right

alibration grids (6 × 6 deg) that each contained an ‘X’ in its center. Par-

icipants were asked to ensure that these images were fused (i.e., report

 single perceived image). 

Dichoptic presentation of the stimuli for the behavioural, in-lab tests

as done via a Shutter-presentation setup that consisted of a 144 hz

onitor (27 inch Asus VG278) outfitted with an Nvidia 3D Vision 2

nfrared emitter. Subjects viewed stimuli using corresponding shutter

oggles at a distance of 50 cm as maintained by a chin-rest. In-lab tests
ere presented via custom software written in Matlab (Mathworks) us-

ng extensions from Psychtoolbox ( Brainard, 1997 ; Pelli, 1997 ). 

.4. fMRI acquisition, design, and analyses 

.4.1. fMRI acquisition 

Imaging data for the participants were acquired on a Philips 3 Tesla

chieva TX MR scanner with a 32-channel, phase-array (whole) head

oil for all experimental runs. Blood oxygen level–dependent signals

ere measured with an echo-planar sequence (2.5 × 2.5 × 3 mm; TR

000ms; TE 35 ms; 35 slices; 250 volumes where the first 2 were dis-

arded to eliminate the effects of start-up transients). For each partic-

pant, we additionally acquired a high-resolution (1 mm 

3 ) anatomical

MPRAGE) scan. 

.4.2. fMRI design and procedures 

fMRI runs were arranged in a block-design with each stimulus block

asting 24 secs, and each fixation block lasting 16 secs. One particular

can run included seven main block types comprising six stimulus con-

ition blocks (i.e., low, medium, and high x intact/scrambled) and a

xation block. Each stimulus condition block was repeated twice within

 particular run, and was interleaved by a fixation block. Block order

as pseudo-randomized such that the intact block was always followed

y the corresponding yoked-scrambled condition block, and interleaved

y a fixation block ( Fig.1 b). Individual condition blocks consisted of 6

timulus presentations comprising 5 unique images selected from the

ondition-specified set of 15. Within the block, one randomly-selected

mage was immediately repeated. The subject was asked to perform a

ne-back task, indicating their detection of a repeated image via an MR-

ompatible button box. Each stimulus was presented for 3 s and was

ollowed by a uniform black screen lasting 1 s during which subjects

ould respond. During fixation blocks, we presented a static square that

as 6 deg x 6 deg in size and contained an ’X’ in the center. This im-

ge was presented identically to the two eyes (i.e., without disparity) in

rder to promote continued vergence. 

We generated three Run variations that differed with respect to the

 stimulus exemplars that were selected within each condition (e.g., 0-

.5%). This ensured that any repetition effects could be minimized. Run

rder was counterbalanced both within and across participants, and par-

icipants completed a total of 6-8 runs. Each run lasted 8.2 minutes, and

articipants were encouraged to take breaks in between. Completion of

he full session took approximately 80 minutes. 

.4.3. fMRI data analysis 

fMRI data were analyzed with BrainVoyager QX (BrainInnovation

.V.). Anatomical data of each observer were used for cortex recon-

truction, inflation, and flattening. For each functional EPI, the initial

wo volumes were discarded in order to eliminate startup transients in

he data. Functional data were subsequently pre-processed using three-

imensional motion correction, slice-time correction (with cubic-spline

nterpolation), spatial smoothing (Gaussian filter, full-width at half max-

mum, 5 mm; for GLM only), linear trend removal, and highpass filtering

three cycles per run cut-off). The functional images were then aligned

o each participant’s anatomical data and transformed into Talairach

pace. All volumes of each observer were aligned to the first functional

olume of the first run of the session. 

Data were subsequently analyzed both in terms of their univariate

ctivity (GLM), and multivariate patterns (multivoxel pattern analysis,

VPA). GLM analyses included regressors for each experimental con-

ition, and six motion regressors (three translation parameters, in mil-

imeters; and three rotation parameters,pitch, roll, yaw; in degrees) de-

ned as square-wave regressors for each stimulus presentation block

onvolved with a gamma function to approximate the idealized haemo-

ynamic response. The time course signal of each voxel was then mod-

lled as a linear combination of the different regressors (least-squares
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t  
ts) and the regressor coefficients were used for contrasts of the differ-

nt experimental conditions. We contrasted each main stimulus condi-

ion (low, medium, high), with its scrambled-yoked condition (i.e., low-

crambled, medium-scrambled, high-scrambled). As our stimulus setup

an be conceptualized as a 3 (density) x 2 (intact/scrambled) design,

e also tested for voxels that survive an interaction analysis, changing

ot only with stimulus coherency, but also with density. Whole-brain,

roup-level responses were analysed using GLM random-effects analy-

es. 

For the multivariate classifications, we chose to use a linear SVM

lassifier (libSVM) ( Chang, 2011 ) together with a multivariate feature

election algorithm, Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) to estimate

patial patterns ( De Martino et al., 2008 ). Using the RFE allowed us

o avoid having to select a somewhat arbitrary fixed number of voxels

er ROI (as is required in conventional MVPA), and instead offers es-

imates based on voxel subsets with the best performance within each

OI. Briefly, time-course data at each voxel were first converted into

 scores and shifted in time (4 s). This shift corresponds to the typi-

al peak of the BOLD response function ( Serences, 2004 ). We then took

0% of the training data set to compute SVM weights. Note that the

ampling of data for training was done while retaining blocks in their

ntirety (i.e., no blocks were partitioned). The selection of the data set

and computation of SVM weights) were repeated 20 times within a par-

icular RFE step (i.e., each voxel had 20 sampled weights, which were

ubsequently averaged). Following each step, we then ordered voxels

ased on their (step-averaged) weight from the highest to the lowest.

sing these weights, we omitted the 5 most uninformative voxels, and

sed the rest to decode the test patterns. This yielded an accuracy at

he current voxel count/pattern. This process was repeated until voxel

ount fell below 50. For each ROI, based on the maximum mean accu-

acy (across all cross-validations) across all RFE steps, we retrieved the

nal voxel pattern with which to compare the accuracies of the different

ross validations. Mean prediction accuracies were tested against base-

ine (0.53) using Bonferroni-corrected t-tests. Baseline was determined

ia permutation tests for the data (i.e., by running 1,000 SVMs with

huffled labels). 

We identified regions of interest (ROIs) and subsequently extracted

he individual condition beta-weights and multivariate patterns by first

plitting the data of every subject into two sets: an initial set comprising

he first run of every subject, and a second set comprising all remaining

uns. ROIs were defined as spherical ROIs (5 mm radius) centered on

he center of mass of the significant clusters (qFDR < .05), as identified

rom a random effects GLM using the initial set of data. Subsequent

nalyses were computed by using the second, independent set of data.

his ensured that effects that emerge are robust and unhindered by the

ircularity problem in MR analysis ( Kriegeskorte et al., 2010a ). 

Finally, in order to explore the influences that the identified key re-

ions of interest exert on other regions of the brain, we conducted an

ffective connectivity analysis adopting the Granger Causality Mapping

GCM) approach ( Goebel et al., 2003 ; Roebroeck et al., 2005 ). The GCM

easures directed influences between brain areas using autoregressive

odeling of the fMRI data over time and is particularly useful under con-

exts for which a pre-specification of models is not intuitive. In short, the

CM quantifies the predictive value of responses in one region (i.e., the

eed) for forecasting responses over other regions (here, every voxel) of

he brain, pairing the time-course of the seed region with time-course

f the voxel and computing influence from the seed to the voxel or vice

ersa. GCM was conducted within BrainVoyager QX, for each subject,

eeding each ROI of interest in turn, for each main condition of interest

low, medium, high densities). 

.5. Behavioural tasks (in-laboratory) 

Participants were asked to return within two weeks following the

R session in order to complete a set of behavioural tasks. For the be-

avioural tests, we elected to present distinct density levels across test
uns as we sought to examine any changes in stress ratings that might oc-

ur over repeated presentations. This is in contrast to the MR paradigm

here we varied density levels within the test run. 

.5.1. Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) ratings 

The VAS is a widely used tool for rating perceived stress. Here, we

dopt the modified protocol introduced by von Dawans ( von Dawans

t al., 2011 ) that has been implemented previously in assessments of

tress recovery responses due to exposure to images with green-cover

 Jiang et al., 2016 , 2015 ). We further adapted the protocol for computer-

ased use. 

Participants completed four stimulus runs, each comprising distinct

timuli (0-2.5%, 10-20%, 31-40%, 61-70%). Each run consisted of three

locks of stimulus presentations lasting 120 secs each (15 stimuli x

 secs). Participants were asked to complete VAS ratings at the com-

encement of each stimulus run (t 0 ), and after each block (t 1 , t 2 , t 3 ).

ompletion of the VAS ratings entailed asking subjects to rate their

evel of each of ‘anxiety’, ‘tension’, and ‘avoidance’, in turn, by adjust-

ng a toggle along a continuous scale, presented on the screen in the

orm of horizontal line (leftmost indexed 0, reflecting feeling no anxi-

ty/tension/avoidance, and rightmost indexed 1 reflecting feeling max-

mally anxious/tense/avoidance; selection was not ordinal). For each

cale, participants were given a maximum of 10 secs to respond, and

ere instructed to press a key (space) once satisfied with their selec-

ion. Blocks were separated by a 120 sec blank interval during which no

timuli were presented. Run order (i.e., density condition) was random-

zed within each subject, and each run was separated by a fixed break

asting 300 secs during which no images were presented on the screen.

ompletion of the full task took approximately 80 minutes. 

.5.2. Preference ratings 

In this task, participants were presented with 60 stimuli (15 stimuli

er density condition – 0–2.5%, 10–20%, 31–40%, 61–70%) in random

rder. Each stimulus was presented for 8 seconds, after which it was

eplaced with a blank (mid-grey) screen. For each image, participants

ere asked to rate on five-point Likert scale, how much they would

refer to ‘take a walk’ in the environment depicted. This paradigm is

dapted from that previously used by Jiang et al. ( Jiang et al., 2015 ),

he responses for which have been shown to be related to percentage

reen-cover in the image. For each image, participants were given a

aximum of 10 secs to respond and were instructed to press one of five

eys (numbered 1–5) to respond. Completion of this task took approxi-

ately 10 minutes. 

.5.3. Behavioural data analysis 

Behavioural performance for the VAS scales was quantified in terms

f the mean ratings at each of t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 normalized to t 0 [(t x –

 0 )/(t x + t 0 )]. Performance for the preference rating task was computed

s the simple mean rating for each density condition. As response input

n both tasks was not permitted until after stimulus offset, reaction time

ata were not considered informative and not analysed. The data were

nalyzed with a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) com-

aring ratings across densities (and time points, for the VAS task). All

ata (except for the Likert rating data of the preference rating task) sat-

sfied parametric assumptions, and any variance (sphericity) violations

ere addressed with Greenhouse-Geisser corrections. Follow-up post-

oc comparisons were conducted by means of Bonferroni-corrected t

ests (two-tailed). Correlations comparing behavioural data versus fMRI

SVM accuracies) were achieved by means of Pearson’s (VAS) or Spear-

an’s (preference) regressions, corrected to hold family-wise error rate

t .05. 

.6. Data availability 

.6.1. Data availability 

The data that support the findings of this study are available at

he XNAT public repository [ central.xnat.org, project ID: Nature ]. All MR
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Fig. 2. (a) Results from a group-level GLM contrast between all intact density 

conditions versus all scrambled conditions. Responses are superimposed onto 

representative surface meshes of one participant. Sulci are coded in darker grey 

than the gyri. In the insets, better visualizations of the SPL, STG, dPCC, vPCC, 

and the MD are provided. (b) Differences in GLM beta weights (intact - scram- 

bled) for the three main green-space densities. Error bars represent ± 1 standard 

error of the mean. (c) Results from the whole-brain interaction (density x coher- 

ence) analysis, overlaid on a Talairach-transformed brain. (For interpretation of 

the references to color in the text, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 
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eaders were anonymized and T1 images were defaced by means of

kull-stripping. 

.6.2. Code availability 

Custom code written for the presentation of stimuli and/or analyses

f data in this manuscript are available from the corresponding authors

pon reasonable request. 

. Results 

.1. Behavioural ratings 

We firstly present results from the in-laboratory VAS and preference

atings tests to validate that the static images employed here are effec-

ive in inducing variable changes in both stress-related and preference-

elated mechanisms. Behavioural responses, quantified in terms of mean

atings for each of the VAS categories (avoidance, anxiety, and tension),

nd for the preference task, were computed for each density condition

nd are presented in Fig. 1 c, d. For the VAS task, ratings at each time-

oint (t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 ) were normalized to ratings obtained at baseline

t 0 ) such that ratings at timepoint x were normalized in the manner [(t x 
t 0 )/(t x + t 0 )]. Indices were subsequently concatenated across time-

oints and tested against zero by means of Bonferroni-corrected t-tests.

e found that avoidance ratings decreased significantly from baseline

t the medium and highest densities [t(40) = − 2.58, p = < .01, d = .38

or medium; t(40) = − 2.89, p = .003, d = 0.46 for high)]. Further anxi-

ty ratings were significantly lower than baseline for the highest density

nly [t(40) = − 3.99, p < .001, d = .65]. Tension ratings did not differ

rom baseline for all densities. 

Normalized indices for the VAS task were also tested across time-

oints by means of a 4 (density) x 3 (rating scale) x 3 (timepoint)

epeated-measures ANOVA. The analysis indicated significant main

ffects of density [F(3,90) = 4.1, p = .009, 𝜂2 
p = .12] and scale

F(2,60) = 6.2, p = .004, 𝜂2 
p = .17]. Follow-up comparisons revealed

hat overall ratings were significantly lower for the highest (61-70%)

ensity as compared to the lowest (0-2.5%) density. The main effect of

cale was not further pursued as we did not deem comparisons of ratings

mong scales to be informative. 

Lastly, we computed a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA compar-

ng preference ratings across densities ( Fig. 1 d). We found that prefer-

nce ratings increased up to the medium density level beyond which

hey asymptote [F(1.3, 50.0) = 10.23, p = .001; all pairwise ps < .05 ex-

ept for medium vs high, t(40) = .52, p = 1.0]. These results suggest that

he static images were indeed effective in eliciting significant changes

n stress-related and preference-responses. 

.2. fMRI: univariate responses 

For the fMRI data, we began by examining univariate (amplitude)

esponses. To do so, we took firstly a subset of the data (1 run per

ubject) and performed a whole-brain contrast using a general lin-

ar model (GLM), comparing responses of all intact green-space im-

ges (low, medium, high, collapsed) versus responses for their yoked-

crambled conditions (collapsed). We found significant clusters (qFDR <

05) in bilateral posterior cingulate (dorsal dPCC, ventral vPCC), supe-

ior temporal gyrus (STG), superior parietal lobule (SPL), middle frontal

yrus (mFG), precentral gyrus (PCG), visual cortex/cuneus (Cu), and the

edial dorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD) ( Fig. 2 a; Supplementary Ta-

le S1). 

In order to better quantify the univariate responses in these regions,

e then extracted beta weights from spherical ROIs (5 mm rad.) cen-

ered on these clusters using the remaining data from each subject

 Fig. 2 b). Note that splitting the data for the identification of ROIs on the

ne hand, and all subsequent analyses, on the other, ensured that effects

hat emerge are robust and unhindered by the circularity problem in MR

nalysis ( Kriegeskorte et al., 2010b ). For greater clarity, in Fig. 2 b, we
resent indexed responses for each ROI, computed as the difference in

eta weights between each condition and its corresponding scrambled

ondition. Raw (un-indexed) weights were entered into a 2 (coherence:

ntact/scrambled) x 3 (density) x 8 (ROI) repeated-measures ANOVA.

he analysis indicated that responses in the (dorsal and ventral) PCC

nd STG were significantly higher for intact versus scrambled images

coherence x ROI interaction, F(1.96, 78.5) = 32.7, p < .001, 𝜂2 
p = .45;

-test (coherence) for dPCC, t(40) = 5.1, p < .001; t(40) = 8.4, p < .001

or vPCC; t(40) = 7.3, p < .001 for STG]. By contrast, responses in SPL,

FG, and the Cuneus were significantly higher for the scrambled ver-
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Fig. 3. (a) SVM accuracies for discriminating beta contrast patterns among dif- 

fering density conditions, e.g., [(Low Intact vs Low Scrambled) vs (Medium In- 

tact vs Medium Scrambled)]. Asterisks denote above-baseline (0.52, dashed line) 

accuracies. Error bars represent ± 1 standard error of the mean. (b) Correlations 

between VAS and preference ratings, and SVM accuracies. 
us intact images [t-test (coherence) for SPL, t(40) = − 7.4, p < .001;

(40) = − 3.3, p = .002 for mFG; t(40) = − 10.5, p < .001 for Cuneus].

nivariate responses in all ROIs did not differ significantly across den-

ities [main effect of density, F(2,80) = .049, p = .95, 𝜂2 
p = .001; no

nteraction involving density]. 

Finally, we entered all data into a whole-brain (Random Effects) GLM

nalysis that probed the interaction between density (low, medium,

igh) and coherence (intact/scrambled). The analysis revealed two clus-

ers (qFDR < .05) located at the vPCC ([Tal + / − 9, -47, 21]) and Cuneus

[Tal + / − 9, − 75, − 5]) ( Fig. 2 c). Our identification of these clusters to

e differentially responsive to green-space density above and beyond

ower order differences (i.e., coherency), aligns, at least qualitatively,

ith the univariate trends observed from the ROI-analysis (c.f., Fig. 2 b),

howing for the vPCC, the greatest response difference (intact – scram-

led) at the medium density, and for the Cuneus, the greatest response

ifference (scrambled – intact) at again, the medium density. The three-

ay interaction in the ROI analysis did not survive statistical correction,

owever. 

.3. fMRI: patterned-responses 

Examination of pattern-level responses was more revealing. We per-

ormed a support vector machine (SVM)-based multivariate pattern

nalysis (MVPA) by extracting firstly, for each ROI and each condi-

ion, beta values. These beta values were then contrasted, (i.e., Low

ntact - Low Scrambled), yielding voxel-wise patterns now representing

eta-contrasts. We then performed classifications for the resulting ‘beta

ontrast patterns’, comparing for each ROI, all possible combinations

f the three green-space densities [e.g., (Low Intact - Low Scrambled)

s (Medium Intact - Medium Scrambled)]. The classification accuracies

f all ROIs are presented in Fig. 3 a. SVM accuracies were firstly tested

gainst a baseline of 0.52, as obtained via permutation tests with shuf-

ed condition labels, by means of Bonferroni-corrected t-tests (see Meth-

ds). 

The analyses revealed above-baseline discrimination performance

n vPCC [(Low Intact - Low Scrambled) vs (Medium Intact - Medium

crambled); t(40) = 2.53, p = .007; (Low Intact - Low Scrambled) vs

High Intact - High Scrambled); t(40) = 4.19, p < .001] and the Cuneus

(Low Intact - Low Scrambled) vs (Medium Intact - Medium Scrambled);

(40) = 3.72, p < .001; (Low Intact - Low Scrambled) vs (High Intact -

igh Scrambled); t(40) = 5.61, p < .001] only. 

SVM accuracies were additionally entered into a 3 (density) x 8 (ROI)

epeated-measures ANOVA. The analysis indicated a significant main

ffect of ROI, F(7, 280) = 11.2, p < .001, 𝜂2 
p = .219, and a signifi-

ant density x ROI interaction [F(14, 560) = 1.85, p = .04, 𝜂2 
p = .044].

he interaction was followed-up by separate one-way ANOVAs compar-

ng accuracies for the three density comparisons within each ROI. The

nalyses indicated that accuracies among the three comparisons varied

ignificantly for the vPCC and Cuneus only [F(2,80) = 5.2, p = .008,
2 

p = .114 for vPCC; F(2,80) = 4.38, p = .016, 𝜂2 
p = .10 for Cuneus].

n both ROIs, accuracies for the middle comparison [(Low Intact – Low

crambled) vs (High Intact - High Scrambled)] were significantly higher

han accuracies for the [(Medium Intact – Medium Scrambled) vs (High

ntact – High Scrambled)] comparison [t(40) = 3.4, p = .005 for vPCC;

(40) = 2.92, p = .018 for Cuneus]. 

.4. Brain-behaviour correlations 

In order to further establish the roles of the vPCC and Cuneus, we

orrelated individual subject SVM accuracies with behavioural VAS and

reference ratings using data collapsed across time-points. We elected

o use the SVM data from the [(Low Intact – Low Scrambled) – (High

ntact – High Scrambled)] comparison as it yielded the highest SVM

ccuracies among all comparisons. These SVM accuracies were corre-

ated with a behavioural index computed, for each scale, by subtracting
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ehavioural ratings for the highest density (61–70%) condition from

hose for the lowest (0–2.5%) density condition. We found a significant

orrelation between SVM accuracies of the vPCC with avoidance rat-

ngs [r(39) = .48, p = .003], such that individuals with higher pattern-

iscriminability for the low vs high beta contrast patterns in the vPCC

lso tended to report larger reductions in avoidance ( Fig. 3 b). Ratings

or anxiety, and in particular tension trended towards a similar corre-

ation with the behavioural index, but did not survive an 8-way statis-

ical correction [vPCC vs. anxiety, r(39) = .37, p = .02; vPCC vs. ten-

ion, r(39) = .43, p = .008]. Further, preference ratings also did not

ignificantly predict SVM accuracies [vPCC vs. preference, r(39) = .22,

 = .17]. Finally, SVM accuracies for the Cuneus did not correlate with

AS nor preference ratings. 

As behavioural metrics were acquired systematically over three time-

oints within the testing session, t 1 , t 2 , and t 3 , we proceeded to test for

orrelations at each of these timepoints (Supplementary Table S2). We

bserved significant correlations implicating all three rating scales at all

ime points – though only several survive a 9-way statistical correction:

ension at t 1 , r(39) = .49, p = .002; Anxiety at t 2 , r(39) = .45, p = .004,

nd Avoidance at t 3 , r(39) = .46, p = .003. 

Finally, we probed correlations using GLM responses in place of SVM

ccuracies. In order to approximate these comparisons to those per-

ormed using the SVM data, we entered GLM responses from the con-

unctive comparison [(Low Intact – Low Scrambled) – (High Intact –

igh Scrambled)]. We observed no correlations among all comparisons

Supplementary Table S3). 

.5. In-bore performance (one-back task) 

We examined performance on the one-back task performed in-

ore, by computing detection sensitivities (d’) across densities, for

ach subject. Sensitivity indices were entered into a 2 (coherence: in-

act/scrambled) x 3 (density) ANOVA that indicated a significant main

ffect of coherence [F(1,40) = 18.6, p < .001, 𝜂2 
p = .32], such that sen-

itivity was lower for the scrambled versus intact images. Performance

id not differ across densities [F(2,80) = 1.35, p = .27, 𝜂2 
p = .033]

Supplementary Fig. S1). 

.6. Hemispheric comparisons 

We conducted further analyses examining GLM responses and SVM

lassification performance separately for the left and right hemispheres

cross all cortical ROIs. The results are presented in Supplementary Fig.

2. GLM beta weights were entered in to a 2 (hemisphere) x 2 (co-

erence: intact/scrambled) x 3 (density) x 8 (ROI) ANOVA that indi-

ated no significant main effect of hemisphere [F(1,40) = .778, p = .38,
2 

p = .019], nor any interactions involving hemisphere. Similarly, SVM

ccuracies for discriminating between beta contrast patterns among the

hree densities were entered in to a 2 (hemisphere) x 3 (density) x 8

ROI) ANOVA that indicated no significant main effect of hemisphere

F(1,40) = .723, p = .400, 𝜂2 
p = .018], nor any interactions involving

emisphere. 

.7. Effective connectivity 

Finally, we sought to test the effective connectivity (i.e., directional

nteractions) among the key regions of the brain implicated during the

iewing of green urban landscapes. Results from the GCM analysis are

resented in Fig. 4 . Here, directed GCM values (dGCM) reflect the differ-

nce of seed-to-voxel minus voxel-to-seed influences. Hence, a positive

GCM value indicates a greater feedforward versus feedback influence,

nd a negative dGCM value indicates a greater feedback versus feedfor-

ard influence. dGCM map values for all subjects were tested against

ero. For brevity, we present a sample group-level map (p < .0167) seed-

ng the vPCC, during the viewing of landscapes with high-density green-
pace (i.e., high density, intact condition) in Fig. 4 a. As can be seen in

his Fig., activity in vPCC is predictive of activity in much of the same

egions identified from our initial univariate contrast (all intact vs all

crambled). To better quantify the directed influence of each of the key

OIs (vPCC, Cu, selected as patterned-responses of these regions varied

ith changes in green-space density) on the remaining ROIs, we pro-

eeded to extract for each seed, dGCM values for the remaining ROIs,

nd for each of the low, medium, and high density conditions ( Fig. 4 b).

GCM values for each ROI were tested against zero (Bonferroni-24-way-

orrected t-tests, two-tailed; non-zero ROIs denoted by asterisks).These

nalyses revealed that the vPCC exerts dominantly feedforward influ-

nce on the spatial and attentional regions (dPCC, SPL, mFG), as well

s the cuneus. By contrast, activity of the cuneus exerts greater feed-

orward influences on the dPCC, STG, SPL, and mFG but for the high

ensity condition only. 

As for this last analysis, we entered data from the intact conditions

nly, a concern remains that we are unable to tease out the extent to

hich these connectivity metrics reflect the responses to lower order

eatures. To mitigate this problem, we replicated the GCM analyses, en-

ering instead data for all the scrambled conditions. Any connectivity

nfluences observed previously using the intact images that relate to

ower-order features only would also be picked up by this analysis. In

ig. 4 c, we plot Δ GCM values, obtained by subtracting the GCM data

f the scrambled condition from those of the intact condition. Positive

alues here reflect greater feedforward influence from the intact ver-

us scrambled seeds. Both sets of data (obtained using the intact and

crambled conditions as seeds) were entered in a grand 2 (seed ROI) x

 (density) x 8 (target ROI) x 2 (coherence) ANOVA that indicated a

ignificant main effect of density [F(2,78) = 3.34, p = .04, 𝜂2 
p = .079].

here were also significant main effects of coherence [F(1, 40) = 6.3,

 = .016, 𝜂2 
p = .136], ROI [F(7,280) = 10.63, p < .001, 𝜂2 

p = .21],

 three-way seed x coherence x ROI interaction [F(7, 280) = 7.00, p

 .001, 𝜂2 
p = .149], and a three-way seed x density x ROI interaction

F(14,560) = 8.9, p < .001, 𝜂2 
p = .182], 

The seed x coherence x ROI interaction was followed up by separate

wo-way ANOVAs for the two seeds. The analysis for the vPCC indicated

hat feedforward influences towards the SPL were significantly greater

or the intact than scrambled conditions [coherence x ROI interaction,

(7, 280) = 22.67, p < .001, 𝜂2 
p = .362; SPL, t(40) = 6.24, p < .001]. By

ontrast, the analysis for the Cuneus indicated that influences towards

ll ROIs did not significantly differ between intact and scrambled con-

itions. 

Finally, the seed x density x ROI interaction was further probed by

eparate density x ROI ANOVAs for the two seeds. The analysis for

he vPCC indicated that its feedforward influence towards all ROIs de-

reased systematically with increases in density [F(2,80) = 3.9, p = .024,
2 

p = .089], although the magnitude of the feedforward influence was

reater towards the dPCC, SPL, MFG and Cuneus, than towards all re-

aining ROIs [F(7,280) = 10.6, p < .001, 𝜂2 
p = .21]. By contrast, the

nalysis for the Cuneus indicated that its influences towards all ROIs did

ot differ across the three densities [F(2,80) = 2.54, p = .086, 𝜂2 
p = .06],

lthough their magnitudes and directionalities differed across the ROIs

F(7,280) = 24.85, p < .001, 𝜂2 
p = .38]. In particular, the Cuneus exerts

eedforward influence on dPCC, MD, STG, SPL and MFG, while receiving

eedback influence from vPCC and PCG. 

Taken together, the dGCM results suggest that green-space scenes

rive a shift in effective connectivity such that during the viewing of

hese scenes, the vPCC exerts significant feedforward influence towards

isuo-attentional regions, including in particular the SPL, the influence

owards which reflects more than modulations driven by lower-order

eatures. Directed influences from the vPCC notably declines systemat-

cally with increases with green-space density. By contrast, while the

uneus exerts feedforward influence to a number of the same visuo-

ttentional regions, it also receives significant feedback influence from

he vPCC and PCG. Critically, directed influences from the Cuneus do

ot differ across the three densities. 
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Fig. 4. Results from the Granger Causality Mapping 

analysis. (a) Sample whole-brain map seeding the 

vPCC for the high green-space density presentations. 

dGCM maps from all subjects were tested against a 

value of zero (p < .0167). As the dGCM reflects a differ- 

ence between seed-to-voxel minus voxel-to-seed, posi- 

tive (blue) values denote dominant feedforward influ- 

ences, and negative (green) values denote dominant 

feedback influences. (b) Mean dGCM values extracted 

following the seeding of the vPCC and Cu (intact im- 

ages). Asterisks denote ROIs with mean dGCM values 

that are significantly different from zero following a 

24-way statistical correction. (c) Mean difference in 

dGCM values obtained by subtracting dGCM scrambled 

from dGCM intact. Error bars represent ± 1 standard er- 

ror of the mean. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in the text, the reader is referred to the web ver- 

sion of this article.) 
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. Discussion 

Our data indicate that green urban landscapes elicit substantial ac-

ivity along a network of regions that have been commonly implicated

or spatial processing (SPL, STG), spatial and executive attention (PCC,

PL, mFG), and sensory encoding (Cu). While activity of the cuneus most

ikely reflects irrelevant lower-order (visual) differences between the

oherent versus scrambled images, the implication of attention-related

egions, including the mFG – constituting part of the prefrontal cor-

ex – is also not all that surprising in light of previous work that has

eported these regions to be responsive during the perception of nat-

ral (e.g., mountain, forest, water) versus artificial (urban) environ-

ents ( Tang et al., 2017 ), or to be affected by short periods of walks

hrough natural versus urban settings ( Bratman et al., 2015 ). Our data

uggest that modulations of responses in these same regions can be ob-

erved within urban contexts alone, with transient presentations of ur-

an landscapes that vary parametrically in terms of their naturalness

i.e., green-space density). The involvement of attention-related regions

uring the perception of natural landscapes has been interpreted with

he respect to the capacity of natural images to drive attention restora-
ion ( Kaplan, 1995 ) – the notion that natural environments allow a dis-

ngagement of effortful directed attentional mechanisms. 

Critically, our data draw out a potentially key role of the (ven-

ral) PCC for moderating stress-related responses to urban landscape

mages. Responses of this region, along with those of the Cuneus

aried with changes in green-space density (after accounting for re-

ponses driven by lower-order features). Only responses of the vPCC

ppear to be functionally relevant to behavioural stress metrics, how-

ver. In particular, patterned responses of the vPCC, and in particu-

ar density-related changes in these responses, well-match behavioural

hanges in VAS avoidance ratings. Responses of the vPCC also pre-

icted, to a weaker extent, density-related changes in anxiety and ten-

ion ratings though these two correlations did not survive the 8-way

tatistical correction ( Fig. 3 b). Notably, our effects cannot be due to

ariances in attention across conditions as performance on the one-

ack task performed in bore, quantified in terms of d’ detection sen-

itivity, was comparable across all density conditions (Supplementary

ig. S1). 

The human posterior cingulate has been historically treated as a uni-

ary region that constitutes part of the emotion-regulating limbic system
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 Papez, 1937 ), although it has also been implicated in motivation, re-

ard, and valuation, activating with changes in subjective motivational

tate ( Small et al., 2001 ). The PCC is regarded as a key node of the

efault mode network and is now thought to have functionally segre-

ated dorsal and ventral portions that are differentially involved in cog-

itive control ( Leech and Sharp, 2014 ). The classically defined ventral

osterior cingulate (BA23), and in particular the ventral bank of the

ingulate gyrus constituting Brodmann areas 29/30 (i.e., the retrosple-

ial cortex; RSC) towards which our activity extends, has been impli-

ated in spatial memory and navigation (e.g., Czajkowski et al., 2014 ;

olbers and Büchel, 2005 ), topographical estimations ( Aguirre and

’Esposito, 1999 ), including mapping between egocentric and allocen-

ric reference frames for orienting in an environment ( Committeri et al.,

004 ; Epstein, 2008 ; Kravitz et al., 2011 ; Vann et al., 2009 ). The RSC

as been shown to respond strongly to familiar (visual) landmarks and

ocations ( Ghaem et al., 1997 ; Rosenbaum et al., 2004 ). 

We conjecture that green urban landscapes moderate stress-related

esponses through engaging the vPCC, including the spatially-sensitive

SC, which drives regulatory responses initiated through the prefrontal

nd hippocampal cortex and ultimately, the neuroendocrine system.

ow might this be achieved? The vPCC has extensive reciprocal connec-

ions with other limbic and paralimbic structures, the temporal cortex

 Kobayashi and Amaral, 2007 ), and the ventromedial prefrontal cor-

ex ( Vogt and Pandya, 1987 ). These connections are absent or are less

ense in the dPCC. Interestingly, while the PCC also has extensive bidi-

ectional projections to subcortical centers including the thalamus, it has

ew (if any) connections to primary sensory and motor cortex ( Parvizi

t al., 2006 ), consistent with a role for this region that is well-removed

rom lower-order sensory and motor functions. If we consider the RSC

pecifically, this region carries substantial reciprocal connections, par-

icularly from BA30 with the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ( Goldman-

akic et al., 1984 ), the parahippocampal cortex, and the entorhinal cor-

ex ( Suzuki and Amaral, 1994 ), although it also projects to the superior

emporal and posterior parietal cortex ( Morris et al., 1999 ). Notably,

hrough in particular its connections with the PFC and hippocampus,

egions that also carry their own projections towards the hypothalamic

paraventricular) region ( Buijs and Van Eden, 2000 ), the RSC and the

PCC at large are well equipped to interface with the neuroendocrine

ystem. 

Results from our effective connectivity (Granger Causality Mapping)

nalysis appear to be congruent with the idea that if indeed the (ventral)

ingulate cortex plays a key role in stress-regulation, it is engaged early

uring the viewing of green urban landscapes. We observed predomi-

antly feedforward influences of activity from this region to the body

f spatial and attentional-related regions of cortex. Curiously, feedfor-

ard influences exerted by the vPCC decline with the presentation of

andscapes with increasing greens-space density. A parsimonious expla-

ation is that landscapes with a lower degree of green-cover may require

ore active attentional engagement and maintenance mechanisms rel-

tive to images with higher levels of green-cover – an explanation that

ould also be congruent with current attention-restoration theories for

he benefits of nature exposure ( Kaplan, 1995 ). 

Validating the role of the PCC in particular as it relates to stress-

egulatory mechanisms and more broadly, mental health, is of partic-

lar clinical importance as this structure shows abnormalities in dis-

ases (Alzheimer’s) ( Minoshima et al., 1997 ), neuropsychological dis-

rders (schizophrenia, depression, autism, attention deficit hyperac-

ivity disorder) ( Harrison et al., 2007 ; Ho et al., 1996 ; Nakao et al.,

011 ; Pierce et al., 2004 ; Pol et al., 2001 ), and in ageing ( Andrews-

anna et al., 2007 .). The PCC also shows abnormal function following

raumatic brain injury ( Bonnelle et al., 2011 ). Our findings that green ur-

an landscapes can elicit systematic changes in responses in this region

hat are paralleled by changes in stress-ratings, then, raise an intriguing

herapeutic potential for natural environmental exposure. 

Consistent with data reported by Jiang et al. ( Jiang et al., 2016 ,

015 ), it is somewhat curious that changes in preference responses do
ot match those for stress-related measures, with the former reaching

symptote by the mid-range green-space density, and the latter contin-

ing to decline with further increases in green-space towards the high-

st density. These data, considered together with the (lack of) corre-

pondence between preference ratings and fMRI responses suggest that

eneral environmental preference may be driven by activity across a

etwork of regions rather than any singular node identified here. By

ontrast, urban green content appears to have a more immediate effect

n the stress-regulatory system via the posterior cingulate. Still, the ex-

ct relevance of the vPCC towards green-space-driven stress-regulation

waits further clarification. In particular, we found here that green-

paces elicited strong behavioural reductions of stress, but for the avoid-

nce (and to a lesser extent, anxiety) sub-metrics only. We speculate

hat our inability to find tension-related effects (extending to the cor-

espondingly weak brain-behaviour correspondences) may be due to

ow levels of baseline tension in the laboratory setting (5%), relative

o the other two metrics (10-20%). Further empirical work will be re-

uired to better establish the potency of green-space exposure in rela-

ion to these metrics, perhaps through the inclusion of psychological

tressors. 

We used systematic manipulations of natural content to elicit cor-

esponding changes in the brain in order to probe the circuitry that

ives natural environments the capacity to drive health benefits. We

tarted here by manipulating an obvious feature of natural environments

green cover – while holding constant the environmental context (i.e.,

rban residential setting) and reducing differences in other potentially

rrelevant sensorial features. 

Our data beg further investigations as to what other features of nat-

ral environments, beyond green-space density may be modifiable el-

ments that can be utilized by city-planners and health practitioners

like to promote brain and mental health. We now know, for exam-

le, that natural scenes contain characteristic distributions of luminance

nd chrominance ( Field, 1987 ; Thomson, 1999 ; Van der Schaaf and van

ateren, 1996 ), as well as characteristic second order structure that de-

nes features such as edges and lines ( Thomson et al., 2000 ). Deviations

f these dimensions from scale-invariant naturalistic profiles are enough

o elicit visual discomfort, headaches, and even seizures in photosensi-

ive individuals ( Chatrian et al., 1970 ; Wilkins et al., 1975 ). Indeed, im-

ge features have been shown to predict the perception of naturalness

nd aesthetic judgments of natural and man-made scenes ( Berman et al.,

014 ; Ibarra et al., 2017 ; Kardan et al., 2015 ). In this vein, it would be

nteresting to ask whether stress-responses deviate systematically with

eviations of the sensory information from their natural profiles – infor-

ation that could be key to urban design and policy-making. Finally,

f indeed vPCC plays a key role in moderating nature-driven benefits to

ental health, it may be worth probing how its influence changes across

he lifespan, particularly in light of work showing that children, in con-

rast to adults, have stronger preferences for urban over natural environ-

ents ( Meidenbauer et al., 2019 ). Understanding the optimal environ-

ental characteristics for eliciting healthy stress-responses would have

ar-reaching consequences not only towards understanding the neuro-

cience of healthy systems, but also for rehabilitatory, economic and

nvironmental sectors. 
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